Terms and Conditions of the 50% Spread Discount
Promotion

Terms & Conditions of the 50% Spread Discount
1. The 50% Discount promotion ’ (hereinafter - Promotion) offer is valid for all new FxGrow Clients who open
ECN LIVE trading account with Growell Capital Ltd. ( hereinafter- the Company).
2. By enrolling in this offer, client acknowledges that S/He has read and agreed to be bound by these terms and
conditions as well as by Company Trading Rules, Client Terms and Conditions and Risk Disclosure.
3. The Promotional Period specifically for this promotion shall run from until 30.06.2017 inclusive of this day.
4. The Promotion is available for new clients who will open ECN LIVE trading account, fully verify Client Profile
and fund the account with a minimum of 100 USD (or its equivalent in other currencies) no later than 72hours
following the registration.
5. During the Promotion period the Company will lower spreads for all FX pairs and Spot Metals on ECN account
by 50%.
6. FxGrow partners, Introducing brokers (IBs) affiliates, institutional partners and their clients are not eligible for
the “Promotion”.
7. FxGrow reserves the right at its sole discretion, to decline registration of any applicant in the Promotion
without any justifications and the right to disqualify any applicant in the Promotion who interferes with the
process of the Promotion, or breaches its terms and/or any of the “FxGrow Terms and Conditions’ set forth on
FxGrow website/Secure Site. Under no conditions shall FxGrow be held responsible for any consequences of any
Promotion cancelation or decline.
8. If any of the Promotion terms were to be translated into a language other than English, the English version of
these terms shall prevail in case of discrepancy in interpretation.
9. FxGrow reserves the right to cancel and renew this offer without prior notice.
10. The Promotion Terms shall be subject to and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Republic of
Cyprus. Any dispute or situation not covered by these terms will be resolved by FXGrow in a manner it deems to
be the fairest to all concerned. That decision shall be final and/or binding on all entrants. No correspondence will
be entered into.
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